Real-Time Project Controlling:
Is the project on schedule? What about costs, sales and profitability? How much effort is going into which tasks? With just one click in TimeTac, the answer to all the above can be found. The automatic analysis of recorded times shows you at a glance, all the relevant facts and statistics about projects, clients and job types.

Discover the need for optimization and check the profitability of your business!

Proof of Hours with just a Click:
Recorded working times are useful in many situations: for customer billing, invoicing purposes or for internal calculations. Time tracking from TimeTac allows you to create timesheets, proof of hour documents and activity reports with just a click; all of which can be used internally or externally.

Regardless of where your employees have recorded the times, TimeTac always makes the most accurate and up-to-date data available.

Rapid Project Accounting:
A project is not finished until it’s been paid for. TimeTac allows you to process payments for projects faster than ever before: all accrued benefits and working hours are available immediately.

You employees record directly all accrued expenses and work times. No tedious manual timesheet is needed at the end of the month: with the immediate recording of expenses, you can bill promptly and faster than ever!

Project Reports:
Informative project reports in a matter of seconds: that’s how TimeTac operates. The analysis of recorded times provides detailed reports for projects and concise overviews. Each project report can be flexibly defined: with just a click, you can change the time frame, client, employee and much more.

The result: an attractive, ready to print project report – a corporate logo can also be included if requested!

Functions:
› Reports to help control and optimize projects
› Reports based on projects, clients, employees and task type
› Extensive criteria for desired data output
› Performance reports directly as PDF or XLS
› Export all statistical data
› Corporate design upon reports

Positives:
› Project controlling in real-time
› Integration in existing systems
› Reports and statistics with just a click
› Access from any internet enabled device
› Quicker billing of projects and expenses
**Reports based on Projects, Clients, Employees and Task Type**

TimeTac shows you all personnel costs for projects and tasks at a glance. Each employee can be associated to one or more hourly cost rates.

With just a click, you can define personnel costs and always have the control of profitability in your own hands.

**Extensive Criteria for Data Selection**

All data recorded in TimeTac are always available for analysis and reporting. Based on the selected criteria, you can specify which data is incorporated into the output statistics. You can filter all data by any time period, project, client, activity, task type and more.

All data is exportable. Integration of TimeTac into your existing system landscape brings another addition to efficiency.

**Proof of Hours at your Fingertips**

Recorded working time can be used in many contexts: for customer billing, invoicing or internal calculation. Time tracking from TimeTac allows you to create timesheets, proof of hour documents and activity reports for either internal or external purposes.

Regardless of where your employees have recorded the times, TimeTac always provides the most up-to-date data for use, helping to bridge any gaps between the office, home office and further afield.